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Abstract: The signcryption scheme plays an important role in the applications which need privacy and authentication
simultaneously. In order to get high efficiency in one-to-many communication environment and simplify the management of
keys, a novel biometric signcryption scheme, identity-based and group-oriented, is proposed in this paper. In the scheme, the
sender signcrypts the message and broadcasts it, but only the members of the receiver group can unsigncrypt the cipher text
correctly. The implement of the scheme does not need bilinear pairing computation and modular exponentiation computation,
hence it is very efficient. The analysis results show that the scheme is secure.
Keywords: Cryptography, signcryption, biometric, group-oriented.

1 Introduction
Privacy is a fundamental goal in network
communication and usually achieved by encryption
schemes. In point-to-point communication, one
encrypts the message and sends it to the other one
by one, however this model is not fit for the one-tomany communication applications because of its
low efficiency especially for a large receiver group.
In order to solve above problem in one-to-many
communication environment, Fiat and Naor
proposed broadcast encryption scheme [1], in which
the message can be encrypted once by the sender
and be decrypted only by the authenticated receiver.
Authentication is another fundamental goal in
network
communication
environment.
The
traditional approach to ensure privacy and
authentication simultaneously is signature-thenencryption. It has lower efficiency than signcryption
scheme [2] which fulfils both the functions of
digital signature and encryption simultaneously.
In order to reduce the system complexity and the
cost for establishing and managing the public key in
pubic key infrastructure, Shamir [3] proposed the
concept of identity based cryptography in which
users identifier information such as email or IP
addresses instead of digital certificates can be used
as public key for encryption or signature
verification. The first identity-based encryption
scheme was proposed by Boneh and Franklin [4] in
2001 and the first fuzzy identity based encryption

scheme was proposed by Sahai and Waters [5] in
2005.
Identity-based group-oriented signcryption
scheme is important in the network applications
which need to maintain privacy and authentication
of the message simultaneously in one-to-many
communication environment. The first Identitybased group-oriented signcryption scheme was
proposed by Duan et al [6] in 2007, however it has a
low efficiency. To overcome the problem, some
more efficient schemes were proposed later [7, 8].
We note that the combination of biometric
identity and cryptography is a hot research area in
recent years. Some biometric based signcryption
schemes have been proposed, such as a biometric
identify-based signcryption scheme proposed by Li
et al [9] and a biometric signcryption scheme
proposed by Zhang et al [10]. However, to the best
of our knowledge there has not a biometric identitybased
group-oriented
signcryption scheme.
Moreover, most of the previous identity-based
signcryption scheme need bilinear pairing
computations, so the efficiency of the schemes was
relatively low. Initiated by Liu et al’s signcryption
scheme without bilinear pairing [11], we proposed a
biometric
identity-based
group-oriented
signcryption scheme in this paper. The scheme is
efficient and can provide privacy and authentication
at the same time.
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2 Preliminaries

If dis(b, b ')  t , then no guarantee is provided about
the output of Rep .

3. The security property guarantees that for any
distribution b on M of min-entropy m , the string
Cryptography traditionally relies on uniformly
U is nearly uniform even for those who observe.
distributed and precisely reproducible random
strings for its secrets. Since the biometric data, such
By the fuzzy extractor, one can extract some
as fingerprint, is not precisely the same each time it randomness U from b and then successfully
is measured, it is hard to generate keys directly by reproduce U from any string b ' that is close to b .
biometric data. Dodis et al proposed a scheme [12] The reproduction uses the helper string V produced
to illustrate how to turn biometric information to during the initial extraction; yet V need not remain
cryptographic keys. In their scheme, a primitive secret, because U looks truly random even given
termed fuzzy extractor is proposed to extract a V .
uniformly random string U from biometric
information b in a noise-tolerant way.[13] Suppose 2.2 Formal Model of Biometric Identity-based
the input biometric data be b ' , if b ' is close enough Group-oriented Signcryption
2.1 Fuzzy Extractor Method

to b , the string U can be reproduced exactly. To
assist in reproducing U from b ' , the fuzzy
extractor outputs a nonsecret string V . It is
important to note that U remains secret even if
given V . Three metrics was used in the
construction of fuzzy extractor:
1. Hamming Distance: the number of symbol
positions that differ between b and b ' .

Refer to the model of identity-based grouporiented signcryption proposed in [8], we define the
formal model of biometric identity-based grouporiented signcryption scheme as follows. A generic
biometric
identity-based
group-oriented
signcryption scheme consists of the following four
algorithms.

1. Setup: is a probabilistic polynomial-time
(PPT) algorithm run by a PKG that takes as input 1k
2. Set Difference: size of the symmetric
and outputs a master secret key msk and public
difference of two input sets between b and b ' .
parameters params . Here k is a security parameter.
3. Edit Distance: the number of insertions and
2. Extract: is a key generation algorithm run by a
deletions needed to convert b ' into b .
PKG that takes as input the master secret key msk ,
Hamming Distance is the main metric and the the receiver group identity GID and the biometric
other two are auxiliary.
data bi of group member ui , and outputs the
The definition of fuzzy extractor is as follow:
corresponding private key S ID . Here identity IDi is
i

Let M be a matrix with finite dimensions and a
distance function is defined as: M  M  Z * . Let
the length of output string U be l and the
minimum noise-tolerant distance be t . An
(M , m, l , t ,  ) -fuzzy extractor is a pair of randomized
procedures, Gen and Rep with the following
properties:

computed from bi .
3. Signcrypt: is a PPT algorithm that takes as
input a plaintext message m , the public parameters
params , the receiver group identity GID , the
sender’s biometric data bs and private key S ID , and
s

outputs a cipher text

  Signcrypt (m, GID , bs , SID )
1. The generation procedure Gen on input
l
b  M outputs an extracted string U {0,1} and a
The sender broadcasts the cipher text to the
helper string V {0,1}* .
receiver group through the public channel.
s

4. Unsigncrypt: is a deterministic algorithm that
2. The reproduction procedure Rep takes an
*
takes
as input a cipher text  , the public parameters
element b '  M and a bit string V {0,1} as inputs.
params , the receiver’s private key S ID , and outputs
The correctness property of fuzzy extractors
guarantees that if dis(b, b ')  t and U , V were the original message m or the symbol ⊥ if  is an
generated by (U ,V )  Gen(b) , then Rep(b ',V )  U . invalid cipher text.
r
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There exists the consistency constraint that for
Without loss of generality, we assume the
the member belongs to the receiver group, if
member’s identity binding to the receiver group GID
is IDB (i  1, , n) , where n is the number of
  Signcrypt (m, G , b , S )
ID

s

i

IDs

members of the group.

then
m  Unsigncrypt ( , SIDr , GID ) .

3 The Proposed Scheme
3.1 Setup

For accepted cipher text  , the group member
reproduce IDA by Rep(bA' , vA )  U A and
computes:
Bi

h1'  H1 (GID , y)

VB  s( DB P  RB )( RA  h1' y  hP) ,

Given a security parameter k , two big prime unsigncrypt the message by m  C  H (V ) .
3
B
numbers p and q are generated, where q | p  1 .
If the equation H 2 (s( RA  h1' y  hP) || IDA || m)  h
The PKG chooses a cyclic group G on ellipse
curve and a generator P with order q . The PKG holds, the user Bi accepts the message m .
selects secure hash functions: H1 :{0,1}*  G  Zq* ,
The correctness of the signature can be verified
H 2 :{0,1}*  Z q* , H3 : G  {0,1}* . The PKG chooses by the third party. Received (h, s, m) and the user
a master secret key z  Z q* randomly and computes A ’s biometric data bA' , the third party firstly
'
y  zP . The PKG publishes ( p, q, P, y, H1 , H 2 , H3 ) reproduces IDA by Rep(bA , vA )  U A , then checks
and keeps the master secret key z secret.
?
3.2 Extract
On obtaining the user’s biometric data bi , the
PKG computes Gen(bi )  (Ui , vi ) and lets U i be the
user’s identity IDi . The PKG chooses randomly
ci  Z q* and computes ri  ci H 2 ( IDi ) , Ri  ri P ,
Di  ri  zH1 (GID , y ) . The PKG sends Di to user IDi
as his/her private key over a secure channel. The
corresponding public key is Ri .

H 2 (s( RA  h1' y  hP) || IDA || m)  h

If it holds, we can conclude that the message
was signed by the user A .
4 Security and Complexity
4.1 Security Analysis

According to the discussion above, we know the
signcryption message is broadcasted to the receiver
group by the sender and can only be unsigncrypted
The user IDi can verify his/her private key by by the members in the receiver group. In the
the equation Ri  H 1 (GID , y) y  Di P .
following we will discuss the security of the scheme
in three aspects and prove that possible attacks
3.3 Signcrypt
cannot break the scheme.
The user A input his/her biometric information
Theorem 1 Correctness. If all the members
bA' to reproduce U A by Rep(bA' , vA )  U A , where v A follow the protocol, the correct signcryption
is the public helper information. U A is the user A ’s message  can surely be generated. In another
identity IDA .
word, the equality m  C  H3 (VB )
and
'
holds.
H 2 (s( RA  h1 y  hP) || IDA || m)  h
For the message m , the user A chooses a  Z q*
Proof. The correctness of the scheme consists of
randomly and computes TA  aP , h1  H1 (GID , y) ,
two
parts, one is the authentication of the signature,
h  H 2 (TA || IDA || m) , s  a / ( DA  h) , VA  ah1 yP ,
the other is the correctness of the message.
C  H 3 (VA )  (m) . In the end, the user A computes
Firstly, we have
the cipher text   (h, s, C ) and sends it to the
receiver group GID .
3.4 Unsigncrypt
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s( RA  h1' y  hP)  (a / ( DA  h))(rA P  h1' zP  hP )
 ( a / ( DA  h))( DA  h) P
 aP
 TA

So that H 2 (s( RA  h1' y  hP) || IDA || m)  h holds.

In summary, none except the member of the
receiver group can decrypt the cipher text.
Theorem 3 Unforgeability. For the message m ,
the probability for a PPT adversary to output a
cipher text  *  (h* , s* , C* ) which can be accepted
by the group member is negligible small.

Secondly, the correctness of the message can be
Proof. The receiver accepts the cipher text only
concluded as follows:
if the equation H 2 (s* ( RA  h1' y  hP) || IDA || m)  h
m  H 3 (VB )  C
holds. In another word,
the equation
*
'
*
'
s ( RA  h1 y  hP)  T must hold.
 H 3 ( s ( DB P  RB )( RA  h1 y  hP)  C
A

 H 3 (aP( DB P  RB ))  C
 H 3 (aP(rB P  zH1 (GID , y ) P  RB ))  C
 H 3 (aPzH1 (GID , y ) P)  C

Because we have
s* ( RA  h1' y  hP)  (a / ( DA*  h))(rA P  h1' y  hP)
=( a / ( DA*  h))( DA  h) P

 H 3 (ayh1 P)  C

=aP( DA  h) / ( D  h)

 H 3 (VA )  H 3 (VA )  (m)
m

,

*
A

and DA  Z q* , the probability satisfying the

Theorem 2 Confidentiality. Only the members equation s* ( RA  h1' y  hP)  aP is no more than n / q
in the receiver group can decrypt the cipher text  for a receiver group with n members. For n  q ,
and recover the original message m .
that is to say, it is hard for a PPT adversary to forge
Proof. In theorem 1, we have proved that a a signcryption message.
group member can surely recover the original
4.2 Complexity Analysis
message m , here we try to prove any person outside
Let P , PE , PM and PC denote the elapse time of
the group can not recover the message m .
Assume a PPT adversary ADV , he wants to one bilinear paring, one modular exponentiation,
one modular multiplication and one modular inverse
decrypt cipher text  and recover the original
respectively. Suppose the number of the members
message m . All the information for ADV is the
of the receiver group be n , let | x | denote the length
system public parameters ( p, q, P, y, H1 , H 2 , H3 ) , the
of the integer x . We analysis the complexity of the
member’s public key Ri , and the cipher text
scheme from three aspects: the length of the
  (h, s, C ) . In order to recover m , the possible signcryption message, computational complexity in
way is to solve the equations h  H 2 (TA || IDA || m) the signcryption phase and unsigncryption phase
and C  H3 (VA )  (m) . Suppose H 2 is a strong- respectively.
collision one-way function, m can not be solved
We compare our proposed scheme with the
from the equation h  H 2 (TA || IDA || m) . Hence, the previous identity-based group-oriented signcryption
adversary ADV need to work out VA . Note that scheme in the paper [6], [7] and [8].
VA  ah1 yP , where a  Z q* is a random value and is
Table.1. Complexity Contrast Results
secret to the adversary, so that VA can not be
Complexity Analysis
worked out by ADV . On the other hand, the
Computation
Computation
scheme
Length
of
authenticated receiver B calculate VA by
time in
time in
cipher text
signcryption
unsigncryption
VB  s( DB P  RB )( RA  h1' y  hP) and m  C  H3 (VB ) .
P + (n  4) PE +
(n  2) | G | +
4P + PC + PM
Because DB is the private key of the user B and scheme
[6]
| m | + | ID |
(n  2) PM
DB  rB  zH1 (GID , y)  cB H 2 ( IDB )  zH1 (GID , y)
,
(n  2) | G | +
where cB ( rB ) is secret value to ADV over Z q* , it is
hard for the adversary to work out VB .

scheme
[7]
scheme
[8]

| GT | + | m |

2 | G | + 2 | GT |
*
p

+|Z |

P + (n  4) PM

2P + 5PM +
3PE + PC

3P + PC + 3PM

2P + 7 PM + 4 PE
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scheme

Complexity Analysis
Computation
Computation
Length
of
time in
time in
cipher text
signcryption
unsigncryption

our
scheme

2|G| | m|

5PM  PC

5PM
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previous identity-based
and
group-oriented
signcryption schemes, it does not need bilinear
pairing computation and modular exponentiation
computation, and the complex analysis results show
that the proposed scheme is more efficient than
most of the previous schemes.

From table 1 we can get:
1. The length of cipher text of our proposed
scheme is independent with the number of the
members in the receiver group comparing to the
schemes in [6] and [7]. Compared with the scheme
in [8], the length of cipher text of our scheme is
linear to the length of the message m , hence it is
very fit for the short message applications. Contrast
results show the length of cipher text of our scheme
is relatively short comparing to the previous
schemes.
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